Soil Sampling
Our Plan:
A good soil fertility plan starts with soil sampling. Samples, properly
taken using GPS, hand probes, and a pre-determined grid size per
customer preference, is the foundation for making the right fertilizer
recommendations.

Get Started By Following our Simple Steps:
1.MAP ALL THE FIELDS you farm and identify each one.
Copy the pages in the plat book and draw around each field you farm identifying each field. Bring
these pages into TSM Services, Inc.® and we will enter them into the computer at No Charge.

2.DIVIDE YOUR FIELDS INTO GROUPS.
Typically sampling is done prior to fertilizing for your corn crop, and done on a 4 year program.
Because nutrients can move a great deal from one year to the next, TSM® prefers sampling at
least every other year. The goal is to make your fertilizer applications as efficient as possible.
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3. SOIL SAMPLE WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED HARVESTING.
As soon as you have finished harvesting the crop, let us know and we will be there to soil
sample. How to let us know: Call: 217-427-5984 or email sales@tsmser.com

4. SEND SOIL SAMPLES TO LAB.
TSM® will send the tests to a lab and you will receive the following pH, BpH, P₁, K, Ca, Mg, OM%
and Base Saturations.

5. FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS.
Includes U of I, Tri-State, or TSM® recommendations (see Recommendation flyer for more specific
information on TSM® recommendations). Recommendations can be made in straight products
and align with grower's product preferences. There are several options including different blends
or product combinations.

6. TSM® WILL WORK WITH THE FERTILIZER DEALER OF YOUR CHOICE.
TSM® will make sure the fertilizer plan is applied with your choice of fertilizer dealer!

Prices vary for local farmers vs. fertilizer dealers.
Please call us for prices!
1-800-626-3806
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